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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose Textual Echo Cancellation (TEC) — a
framework for cancelling the text-to-speech (TTS) playback echo1
from overlapped speech recordings. Such a system can largely im-
prove speech recognition performance and user experience for in-
telligent devices such as smart speakers, as the user can talk to the
device while the device is still playing the TTS signal responding
to the previous query. We implement this system by using a novel
sequence-to-sequence model with multi-source attention that takes
both the microphone mixture signal and the source text of the TTS
playback as inputs, and predicts the enhanced audio. Experiments
show that the textual information of the TTS playback is critical to
the enhancement performance. Besides, the text sequence is much
smaller in size compared with the raw acoustic signal of the TTS
playback, and can be immediately transmitted to the device and the
ASR server even before the playback is synthesized. Therefore, our
proposed approach effectively reduces Internet communication and
latency compared with alternative approaches such as acoustic echo
cancellation (AEC).
Index Terms— echo cancellation, multi-source attention,
sequence-to-sequence model
1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent devices with speech interaction features have become
popular in recent years, such as mobile devices and smart home
speakers. In a typical user interaction, the user first issues a query to
the device, then the device responds with synthesized speech; after
hearing the response, the user may issue the next query. However, in
some scenarios, the user may want to self-correct the previous query
or impatiently issue a new query before the device finishes playing
the synthesized response. When the user and the device talk at the
same time, the acoustic echoes become a challenge for accurate
speech recognition. For example, the user could first ask “What’s
the weather today”. While the smart speaker plays synthesized re-
sponse “Today is sunny”, the user may interrupt impatiently with
“What about tomorrow”, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this case, it is
very difficult for the device to correctly recognize the query “What
about tomorrow” due to the overlapped signals.
One of the most straightforward and well-developed approaches
to solve this problem is acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7]. Conventional signal-processing based AEC approaches [1,
2, 6, 7] usually use adaptive filtering to estimate the echo path be-
tween the speaker and the microphone, and then the mixture sig-
nal from microphone is combined with the estimated echo path to
Shaojin performed this work as an intern at Google.
1TTS playback denotes the synthesized TTS voice, and TTS playback
echo denotes the reverberated TTS voice captured by the microphone.
produce the enhanced signal. More recently, model based AEC ap-
proaches [3, 4, 5] have been shown to significantly boost the per-
formance. These models take the microphone mixture signal along
with the echo signal as the input and are trained to predict a mask,
which is then applied to the microphone mixture signal to produce
the enhanced signal.
However, for many practical applications, conventional AEC
models are subject to a number of restrictions. First, under the in-
telligent device settings, there is no way to acquire the actual TTS
playback echo. As an approximation of the echo, we can directly use
the TTS playback. However, there exists a mismatch between the ac-
tual echo and the TTS playback, which makes the AEC performance
vary in real world conditions. Second, as speech synthesis is a com-
putationally intensive task, TTS playback is usually streamed from
a TTS server to the user device to achieve lower latency. However,
most of existing AEC systems depend on entire TTS playback when
producing the enhanced signal. If these systems run on the device,
they cannot start running until the end of TTS streaming, which may
introduce huge latency to ASR. If AEC and ASR are implemented
on servers, then AEC would require the TTS service to stream the
TTS playback to the AEC server as side input, which introduces ad-
ditional Internet traffic.
Other potential solutions to this problem are speech separa-
tion [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and speaker extraction (a.k.a. voice filter-
ing) [13, 14, 15]. Speech separation models can directly separate
two or more sources from the microphone mixture signal. However,
these models require an output channel selection step after the sepa-
ration to correctly keep the user’s query by employing an additional
speaker verification system. On the other hand, for example, the
VoiceFilter system proposed in [15] separates the voice of a target
speaker from multi-speaker signals, by making use of a reference
signal from the target speaker. VoiceFilter assumes we have speech
samples from the target user, such that we can build an embedding
vector of the user’s voice characteristics, and use this embedding
vector as an auxiliary input to remove any signal that does not be-
long to the target user. However, if the user does not provide audio
samples to enroll on the device, VoiceFilter is not feasible. Also,
if the TTS playback voice is similar to the voice of the user, it is
challenging for VoiceFilter to remove the TTS from the microphone
mixture signal.
To address these limitations, we propose a novel framework
named as Textual Echo Cancellation (TEC). Instead of using the
TTS playback echo or the user’s speaker embedding as side input,
we use the source text of the TTS playback. Comparing to the
TTS playback echo, the source text is much smaller in size. Con-
sequently, it can be efficiently transmitted between servers, or from
server to device. This will avoid extra Internet communications and
latency. The proposed approach is implemented using seq2seq mod-
eling with multi-source attention [16, 17, 18], as shown in Fig. 2.
Our model takes two sequences as input: The Mel-spectrogram of
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Fig. 1. Acoustic echoes caused by TTS playback overlapping with
user query.
the mixture audio recorded from the microphone, and the source text
corresponding to the TTS playback. An audio encoder and a text en-
coder are used to extract representations for the two input sequences,
respectively. A multi-source attention attends to both the encoded
speech and the encoded text, and outputs a fixed-dimensional con-
text vector at each decoding step. Finally, the decoder consumes
the context vectors and autoregressively predicts a Mel-spectrogram
corresponding to the enhanced signal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
will give detailed description of different components of the pro-
posed framework. In Section 3, we describe our experimental setup,
including the data, model parameters, metrics, and results. Finally,
we draw the conclusions and point out potential future work in Sec-
tion 4.
2. TEXTUAL ECHO CANCELLATION
2.1. Overview
A diagram illustrating the textual echo cancellation framework is
shown in Fig 2. Suppose we have a feature sequence x ∈ RTx×Dm
for the microphone mixture signal, an embedding sequence y ∈
RTy×De representing the source text of the TTS playback, and a
feature sequence z ∈ RTz×Dm for the user’s actual clean speech.
Here Tx, Ty , and Tz are the lengths of the sequences x, y, z, re-
spectively, Dm is the number of Mel-filterbanks (e.g. 128 Mel-
filterbanks in this work), and De is the dimension of the text em-
bedding (e.g. 512-dimensional pre-trained character embedding in
this work). Our model consists of three modules: (1) an audio en-
coder, (2) a text encoder, and (3) an autoregressive decoder with a
multi-source attention mechanism.
First, the audio encoder takes the microphone feature sequence
as the input and produces a hidden representation:
hx = Encoderaudio(x) (1)
Similarly, the text encoder takes the the source text sequence as the
input and produces another hidden representation:
hy = Encodertext(y) (2)
Finally, the decoder autoregressively predicts the Mel-spectrogram
of the enhanced signal using the attention context computed based
on the two encoder outputs:
zˆt = Decoder(zˆt−1,hx,hy) (3)
The predicted Mel-spectrogram can be directly consumed by an
ASR model or other downstream components such as vocoders. We
will describe each module with details in the following subsections.
The hyperparameters of each module are shown in Table 1.
2.2. Audio encoder
The audio encoder converts a Mel-spectrogram sequence to a hidden
representation sequence. Following [19], we use an encoder com-
posed of two convolutional layers, one bi-directional convolutional
LSTM layer (Bi-CLSTM) [20, 21], and three bi-directional LSTM
(Bi-LSTM) layers. A convolutional layer has 32 kernels, each of
which has a shape of 3 × 3 in time × frequency and a stride of
2 × 2, followed by ReLU activations and batch normalization [22],
capturing the local temporal context information. Meanwhile, a con-
volutional layer reduces the time resolution by a factor of 2, which
also reduces the computational cost in the following layers. The
Bi-CLSTM and Bi-LSTM layers extract high-level frequency-wise
features and capture long-term temporal context information. Each
of these layers have 256 units in each direction, followed by ReLU
activations and batch normalization. Additionally, the Bi-CLSTM
layer has 1 × 3 kernels with a stride of 1 × 1. As a result, the final
output sequence of the audio encoder has a dimension of 512 and is
four times shorter compared with the input sequence.
2.3. Text encoder
The text encoder converts a character sequences to a hidden repre-
sentation sequence. Each of the input character is first represented
by a pre-trained 512-dimensional character embedding. Then the
character embedding sequence is passed through three convolutional
layers and one Bi-LSTM layer, following [23]. Each convolutional
layer has 512 kernels, and each kernel has a shape of 5×1 and stride
of 1 × 1, followed by ReLU activations and batch normalization.
Each kernel in the convolutional layers spans 5 characters, model-
ing the local context information (e.g., N-grams). The Bi-LSTM
layer has 256 units in each direction, followed by ReLU activations
and batch normalization, resulting in a 512-dimensional text encoder
output sequence.
2.4. Decoder
The decoder is an autoregressive recurrent neural network coupled
with a multi-source attention mechanism (see Section 2.5), as il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. It takes the encoded sequences produced by
the audio and text encoders as the inputs and generates the 128-
dimensional enhanced Mel-spectrogram as a prediction of the user’s
clean speech signal. We follow the same decoder architecture as in
Tacotron 2 [23]. During each decoding step t, the prediction from
the previous decoding step zˆt−1 is fed to a pre-net containing two
fully-connected layers of 256 neurons along with ReLU activations:
qt = PreNet(zˆt−1) (4)
which is essential for learning attentions [23]. Then the multi-source
attention mechanism computes a 128-dimensional attention context
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the textual echo cancellation framework.
Table 1. Hyperparameters of the TEC network.
Spectral analysis frame length: 50 ms; frame shift: 12.5 ms;128 Mel-filterbanks
Audio encoder
Conv layers × 2 32 3×3 kernel with 2×2 stride;ReLU; batch norm
Bi-CLSTM × 1 256 units per direction;1×3 kernel with 1×1 stride
Bi-LSTM × 3 256 units per direction
Text encoder
Char embedding Pre-trained model; 512-dim
Conv layers × 3 512 5×1 kernel with 1×1 stride;ReLU; batch norm
Bi-LSTM × 1 256 units per direction
Attention Multi-source attention GMM attention for each source;128-dim attention context
Decoder
PreNet fully-connected layer × 2256 neurons; ReLU
LSTM × 2 256 units
Linear (Mel) fully-connect layer × 1128 neurons; no activation
Linear (stop token) fully-connect layer × 12 neurons; no activation
PostNet
Conv layers × 5
512 5×1 kernel with 1×1 stride;
TanH; batch norm
vector ct using the pre-net output, the attention context during the
previous step, and the two encoded sequences from the two en-
coders:
ct = MultiSourceAttention(qt, ct−1,hx,hy) (5)
Next, the pre-net output and the attention context vector are concate-
nated and passed through two uni-directional LSTM layers with 256
units. The LSTM outputs is then concatenated again with the atten-
tion context vector and fed to a linear transformation of 128 units,
resulting in a predicted Mel-spectrogram frame for the user’s clean
speech:
zˆtpre = Linear
(
LSTM(qt, ct), ct
)
(6)
As the generated Mel-spectrogram from the seq2seq model is not
a frame-synchronous estimate of zt, we also need the network to
predict if the autoregressive generating process should stop at each
decoding step, i.e., a 0/1 stop token st. Finally, to incorporate resid-
uals in predicted Mel- spectrogram, these predictions are passed
through 5-layer convolutional post-net, each layer having 512 ker-
nels of shape 5×1 followed by batch normalization and tanh activa-
tion. The post-net predicts the residual that is added to the prediction,
which has been shown to improve the Mel-spectrogram reconstruc-
tion [23]:
zˆt = PostNet(zˆtpre) + zˆ
t
pre (7)
2.5. Multi-source attention mechanism
We use a multi-source attention mechanism to summarize the en-
coded sequences from both audio and text encoders. The multi-
source attention consists of two individual attentions for the two en-
coders, respectively, without sharing the weights between the two
encoders. During each decoding step t, the two attentions first pro-
duce two fixed-length attention contexts:
ctx = Attentionaudio(q
t, ct−1x ,hx) (8)
cty = Attentiontext(q
t, ct−1y ,hy) (9)
Then we obtain the final context vector by summing up the two con-
text vectors:
ct = ctx + c
t
y (10)
There are other strategies to combine the two context vectors, such
as averaging, concatenation, and hierarchical attention combina-
tion [24]. However, our preliminary results show that the difference
between different combination strategies are minimal, so we use the
simplest summation operation here. In addition, we use Gaussian
mixture attention mechanism [25] for both audio and text, which
has been shown to achieve superior performance than conventional
additive attention mechanism [26] on speech synthesis [27, 28, 29].
2.6. Model training and inference
During training, the model is optimized by minimizing the sum of
the L1 and L2 distances computed from the output before and af-
ter the post-net. We apply the teacher-forcing training procedure
(feeding in the correct output instead of the predicted output on the
decoder side). As a result, we need to jointly minimize an extra
cross-entropy loss to learn the stop token for model inference. The
overall loss function of the proposed model is:
L =||zˆpre − z||22 + ||zˆ− z||22+
||zˆpre − z||1 + ||zˆ− z||1+
CrossEntropy(ˆs, s)
(11)
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the decoder with multi-source attention.
where sˆ is the sequence of the predicted stop token and s is the se-
quence of the target stop token.
Once we have a trained model, we can pass the Mel-spectrogram
of the microphone mixture signal along with the source text of the
TTS playback to the model to acquire the Mel-spectrogram of the
enhanced signal. The Mel-spectrogram can be directly consumed
by downstream ASR. Additionally, we can also use a vocoder (e.g.
WaveNet [30] or WaveRNN [31]) to synthesize the waveform of the
enhanced audio if it is needed for other downstream modules.
3. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted experiments under two different conditions to evalu-
ate the proposed approach. In the first experiment, we consider the
TTS voice being generated from a canonical speaker (denoted as sin-
gle interfering voice condition). Following this, we extend the TTS
voice to be have multiple different speakers’ identities in the second
experiment (denoted as multiple interfering voices condition), which
is closer to real-world scenarios (e.g. personalized playback voice in
smart speaker devices) but more challenging.
3.1. Datasets
Following previous echo cancellation studies [3, 5, 4, 32], we used
synthetic data for the evaluations. In both conditions, we used
the LibriTTS dataset [33] for the user query. To produce micro-
phone mixture signal, we mixed utterances from LibriTTS with the
utterances from the LJspeech dataset [34] and the CSTR VCTK
dataset [35] in the single/multiple interfering voice(s) conditions,
respectively (see Section 3.2). Comparing against TIMIT dataset
that is commonly used in previous studies [3, 5, 4, 32], these datasets
contains continuous sentences instead of just the recording of ten
digits, which is more appropriate in simulating the practical use
cases.
The LibriTTS dataset consists of 585 hours of audio book speech
data from 2,456 speakers. The dataset is divided into three subsets:
a 555-hour training set, a 15-hour development set, and a 15 hour
testing set. All three subsets contain both clean and noisy speech.
The LJspeech dataset has 24 hours clean audio book speech data
from a single speaker. The original LJspeech dataset does not have
training and testing subsets. For evaluation purpose, we randomly
selected 90% of the utterances as the training set and the remaining
10% as the testing set.
The CSTR VCTK dataset contains 44 hours of clean speech
from 109 speakers. Similarly, we randomly selected 90% of the
utterances from each speaker as the training set and the remaining
10% as the testing set, since there are no official training and testing
subsets.
3.2. Generating synthetic microphone mixture signal
We used the acoustic signal model described in [32, 4] to generate
synthetic microphone mixture signals. In their model, the micro-
phone mixture signal x(n) is generated as:
x(n) = z(n) + y(n) ∗ h(n) (12)
where z(n) is user’s speech signal, y(n) is TTS playback, h(n) is
the room impulse response (RIR), and ∗ is the convolutional opera-
tion. A total number of 3 million RIR were generated using a room
simulator [36, 37, 38] to cover different reverberation conditions.
With Eq. 12, we generated three subsets of synthetic data: (1) train-
ing, (2) test-clean, and (3) test-other, as shown in Table 2. For each
user’s speech utterance, we randomly chose an interfering utterance
and followed the above model to generate a microphone mixture sig-
nal with 0dB Signal-Noise-Ratio (SNR). As a result, the number of
mixtures in the synthetic datasets is the same as the number of ut-
terances in the LibriTTS dataset. Additionally, we padded the two
utterances to have the same length to handle the duration difference
between two utterances.
3.3. Metrics
To evaluate the proposed approach, we consider three metrics:
(1) Word Error Rate (WER) and (2) Mel-Cepstral Distortion
(MCD) [39]. Additionally, we also estimate the side input size
and computational complexity for different approaches.
3.3.1. Word Error Rate
As described in Section 1, the main purpose of our proposed ap-
proach is to improve the speech recognition performance of smart
speaker devices when the user’s query and the TTS playback echo
have overlaps. As a result, we use WER as the major evaluation
metric for our experiments. The speech recognizer we used for
WER evaluation is a state-of-the-art model proposed in [40], which
is trained on the LibriSpeech [41] training set. We did not re-train
the recognizer on the generated features.
3.3.2. Mel-Cepstral Distortion
MCD (dB) is a commonly used objective metric to evaluate the qual-
ity of the synthesized speech, which is defined as
Table 2. Data configuration for our experiments. This table shows how the microphone signal mixtures were generated. For example, in
single interfering voice condition, the synthetic training set was mixed using LibriTTS training set and LJspeech training set.
Condition Synthetic subset User’s speech Interfering speech
Single interfering voice
training LibriTTS training LJspeech training
test-clean LibriTTS test-clean LJspeech test
test-other LibriTTS test-other LJspeech test
Multiple interfering voices
training LibriTTS training VCTK training
test-clean LibriTTS test-clean VCTK test
test-other LibriTTS test-other VCTK test
MCD =
10
ln 10
√√√√2 13∑
d=1
(zˆd − zd)2 (13)
where zˆd and zd are the d-th Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC) of the enhanced signal and the time-aligned2 target speech,
respectively. In this paper, we used 13 MFCCs (skipping MFCC0,
which is energy) to compute MCD. Lower MCD indicates that the
enhanced speech is more similar to the target clean speech.
We did not include the metrics that are used in conventional
echo cancellation approaches (e.g. echo return loss enhancement
metric [7], perceptual evaluation of speech quality [43]) for two
reasons. First, the downstream ASR model can directly take the
Mel-spectrogram as the input, and therefore, generating waveform
becomes redundant and may cause extra distortions. Second, the
waveform of the enhanced audio is generated using generative neu-
ral vocoder models, and the generated waveform can be very differ-
ent from the target waveform, even if the linguistic content of the
waveforms are exactly the same.. As a result, these waveform based
metrics become ill-defined in our case.
3.3.3. Side input size and computational complexity
We also computed the side input size and the computational com-
plexity to evaluate the resources that are required for practical ap-
plications. To measure the computational complexity, we estimate
the number of floating-point operations (FLOPS) required follow-
ing [16]:
FLOPS =Maudio·Tx+Mtext·Ty+Mdec·Tz+FLOPSatten (14)
where Maudio is the size of the audio encoder, Mtext is the size of
the text encoder, and Mdec is the size of the decoder. Tx, Ty , and Tz
are the sequence lengths of the Mel-spectrogram of the microphone
mixture signal, text embedding, and users actual clean speech sig-
nal, respectively. FLOPSatten is the FLOPS required for the multi-
source attention layer. For each attention source, we first multiply
the size of the attention source matrix with Tx/Ty , and multiply the
size of query matrix with Tz , and then the FLOPS for multi-source
attention is computed as the sum of the two.
3.4. Implementation details
We implemented the model using the Lingvo [44] framework in Ten-
sorFlow [45]. Our model was trained on 2×2 Tensor Processing
2We use dynamic time warping [42] for time alignment.
Units (TPU) slices with a global batch size of 32. During train-
ing, we use Adam optimizer [46] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and
 = 10−6. We set the initial learning rate to 10−4 and used an expo-
nentially decaying to 10−5 after 50,000 iterations.
3.5. Results
In each condition, we compared the proposed approach against two
baselines that we implemented: (1) An AEC model with similar ar-
chitecture as the proposed TEC model. We replaced the text en-
coder in the proposed approach with an audio encoder that takes the
TTS playback as the input, which operates similarly to other model-
based AEC models. (2) A sequence-to-sequence network that di-
rectly transforms the microphone mixture signal to enhanced signal
without any side input using single attention (denoted as “NoSideIn-
put”). This network is similar to [19, 47] except for not using auxil-
iary decoders, and we use a Gaussian mixture attention for it.
The WER and MCD evaluation results of the two conditions are
shown in Table 3. We include the three measurements of the ground-
truth LibriTTS test-set, acting as a performance upper bound. Under
single interfering voice condition, we observed that TEC achieves
15.5% WER and 7.51 MCD on test-clean subset as well as 39.8%
WER and 8.54 MCD on test-other subset. Under multiple interfer-
ing voices condition, TEC achieves 14.8% WER and 6.46 MCD on
test-clean subset as well as 32.5% WER and 7.71 MCD on test-other
subset. Comparing against the baseline systems, the WER and MCD
results in both conditions consistently suggest that our proposed ap-
proach significantly outperforms NoSideInput. However, we found
that TEC is not as good as AEC. This is expected since TEC only
uses the source text of the TTS playback instead of the TTS play-
back echo, and the source text contains less information about how
the TTS playback actually sounds like. Although there is a perfor-
mance gap between TEC and AEC, the size of the side inputs and
the GFLOPS of TEC are much lower than AEC, which supports our
argument that TEC is more efficient in terms of Internet communi-
cations and latency.
Additionally, it is interesting to observe that the WER and MCD
of all the systems under multiple interfering voices condition are
worse than those under single interfering voice condition. A pos-
sible explanation of this observation is that the utterances in VCTK
are much shorter than those in LJspeech (∼2 seconds vs. ∼7 sec-
onds). Besides, most of the utterances in VCTK have a British En-
glish accent, while LibriTTS and LJspeech are dominated by Ameri-
can English accent. Both factors make it easier to separate the user’s
speech from the interfering speech under multiple interfering voices
condition than that under single interfering voice condition.
Table 3. Word Error Rate (WER) and Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD) evaluation results of the single speaker interfering voice and multiple
interfering voices conditions. We also include the size of the side input in kilobytes (the TTS playback echo or the TTS source text) and the
floating point operations per second in Giga (GFLOPS).
Condition Method WER (%) MCD Side input (KB) GFLOPStest-clean test-other test-clean test-other
Ground-truth LibriTTS - 2.60 4.70 0.00 0.00 - -
Single interfering voice
NoSideInput 25.4 54.0 7.85 8.84 0 6.32
AEC 8.30 24.3 6.38 7.07 310 9.51
TEC (proposed) 15.5 39.8 7.51 8.54 0.10 7.27
Multiple interfering voices
NoSideInput 19.7 38.7 7.53 8.87 0 6.32
AEC 6.90 19.8 5.04 5.72 230 8.62
TEC (proposed) 14.8 32.5 6.46 7.71 0.06 6.90
? The side input size and GFLOPS in the two conditions are different since the average lengths of the echo signal are different in the
two conditions.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed textual echo cancellation, a framework
to cancel the TTS playback echo from overlapped speech, which
is useful when the user talks to the device while the device is still
playing synthesized response to a previous query. Our proposed ap-
proach uses the source text as the side input instead of the TTS play-
back echo, which can be efficiently transmitted between servers and
from server to device, thus largely reduces Internet communications
and latency compared with conventional AEC approaches. We con-
ducted experiments under a single interfering voice condition and a
multiple interfering voices condition. Our experimental results show
that TEC significantly outperforms the baseline of not using any side
input, indicating that the textual information of the TTS playback is
critical to the enhancement performance. In addition, the side input
size and GFLOPS of TEC are much lower than AEC, which supports
our arguments that TEC effectively reduces Internet communication
and latency compared with AEC.
Currently, the performance of TEC is still not as good as that of
AEC. Several directions can be explored in the future. First, a second
decoder for phonetic recognition can be added during training, which
has shown to be effective in [19, 47] for speech-to-speech conversion
models. Additionally, alternative architectures such as frame-to-
frame TEC models can be implemented and compared with our cur-
rent multi-source attention sequence-to-sequence TEC model. Fur-
thermore, in applications where there is no restrictions on computa-
tions and data transmissions (e.g., offline echo cancellation), we can
consider both echo signal and source text as the side inputs to the
model, which may provide extra performance gains. Last but not
least, we can train and evaluate the proposed approach on data in
the wild instead of synthetic data. As mentioned in Section 1, AEC
model is subjected to the mismatch problem between the TTS play-
back echo and the TTS playback. By contrast, TEC does not have
such problem, and therefore, we believe the gap between AEC and
TEC will become smaller on wild data.
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